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a b s t r a c t 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have potential applications for improving on-road driving experi- 

ences including preemptive road safety measures and provision for infotainment services. This paper pro- 

poses a Bi-directional Stable Communication (BDSC) relay nodes selection scheme designed for multi-hop 

broadcasting protocols over a platoon of vehicles. Relay nodes selection is based on quantitative repre- 

sentation of link qualities for single-hop neighboring nodes by using a proposed link quality estimation 

algorithm. The BDSC scheme aims to improve packet delivery ratio while maintaining low end-to-end 

communication delays over a densely populated network with nodes distributed over a large coverage 

area. To achieve this, the proposed scheme attempts to adaptively balance between the estimated link 

qualities and the distance between the source broadcaster and the potential forwarders when selecting 

the next hop nodes for relaying the broadcast messages. Our results from extensive simulation analysis 

reveal that the proposed BDSC scheme outperforms existing multi-hop broadcasting schemes in terms of 

packet delivery ratio when evaluated over a densely populated VANETs. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Many academic as well as industrial experts expect vehicular

d hoc networks (VANETs) to become the de-facto enabling tech-

ology for communication among vehicles on the road [1–5] . The

cale of research projects, road tests and government investments

n VANETs has intensified over the past few years [6–10] . This has

een fuelled by the fact that VANETs can play a key role in improv-

ng traffic safety and efficiency by enhancing drivers’ awareness of

mmediate and far distant traffic situations [11–13] . In addition, a

ariety of comfort and infotainment services is plausible to deploy

ver VANETs to further enhance on-road experience [13–16] . 

Large physical areas can be covered in a platoon of commu-

ication technology-enabled vehicles using a multi-hop propaga-

ion scheme, where assistance from intermediate relay nodes is

sed for forwarding messages to their final destination. In addition,

ulti-hop propagation provides a controlled broadcasting over a

hared wireless medium instead of using a high power long trans-

ission range configurations, which in-turn expands the collision

omain of messages [17,18] . A proper selection of relay nodes is

rucial in the design of multi-hop broadcast messaging protocols

hich highly governs the delivery ratio of the broadcasted mes-
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ages, especially over densely populated networks [12,19–21] . Con-

ersely, a poor selection of relay nodes could lead to the drop of

essage reception rates, hence significantly limiting the delivery

f messages over far distanced nodes. For the case of critical-in-

ature safety alert messages, reliable and timely reception of these

essages is a prime design objective when developing VANETs-

ased multi-hop safety messaging protocols [22,23] . In accordance

ith the safety messaging design requirements, a proper selection

f relay nodes in multi-hop alert messages broadcast is an impor-

ant aspect that requires in-depth investigation. 

This paper introduces a new Bi-Directional Stable Communi-

ation (BDSC) relay nodes selection scheme for multi-hop mes-

ages broadcasting which can be used for different broadcast

ased applications in VANETs, such as safety alert messaging, route

iscovery and on-road information advertisement. The proposed

cheme is incorporated with a sender-oriented messaging proto-

ol in which the potential relay nodes are explicitly selected at the

ender side. The BDSC scheme takes into consideration the quan-

itative estimations of link qualities for the forward links between

ach pair of nodes. The proposed scheme aims to improve multi-

op packet delivery ratio over densely populated network and at

ar distanced nodes. To reduce the loss of messages at the relays,

he proposed scheme aims to adaptively improve the relay selec-

ion process by focusing not only on the distance from source but

lso on the link quality ratio. 
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-

vides an overview on broadcasting techniques in VANETs and

also discusses the relevant research work. Section 3 describes the

multi-hop broadcasting scheme using the proposed BDSC scheme

along with the link quality estimation and link selection criteria

algorithms. Section 4 describes the simulation scenario over a

varying speed mobility profile. Section 5 presents and analyzes

the obtained simulation results and Section 6 concludes the

work alongside with suggestions for further system performance

improvement. 

2. Broadcasting in VANETs 

2.1. Single- and Multi-hop broadcast in VANETs 

Broadcast is considered as the most suitable form of informa-

tion dissemination in VANETs, especially for safety related mes-

sages, due to nodes’ high mobility and the rapid topological

changes [3] . Both periodic exchange of HELLO packets as well as

the event-driven messages is propagated over a platoon of vehi-

cles using the broadcasting technique. Based on application’s de-

sign requirements, the broadcasted information can be dissemi-

nated using single-hop or multi-hop propagation technique. The

broadcasted packets or messages can incorporate information that

can further assist in performing localized processing at the receiver

or to re-broadcasting the received information further upstream. In

the reminder of this paper, the terms “packet” will be used while

referring to the single-hop HELLO packets, while the term “mes-

sage” will be fit along with multi-hop application specific messages

broadcast. 

Periodic single-hop broadcasts are mainly used in VANETs to

exchange neighboring nodes information, commonly known as

beacons, heartbeats or HELLO packets [12] . Assuming that all ve-

hicles are equipped with transceivers for inter-vehicular communi-

cation, the exchanged information is required to acquaint vehicles

about their surrounding conditions of nearby vehicles. Single-hop

broadcasts usually contain basic information about the broadcast-

ing node, such as positioning coordinates, mobility speed, node’s

and packet’s IDs [24,25] . Information exchanged through HELLO

packets act as a fundamental building block for distributed routing

protocols. Three parameters can affect the single-hop packet deliv-

ery ratio over an IEEE 802.11-based wireless ad hoc network, and

these are the nodes density, transmission range and transmission

rate [26,27] . In a saturated traffic condition, the packet delivery ra-

tio drops significantly with the increase in node density [27] . 

Communication protocols in VANETs are mostly designed with

the adoption of multi-hop message propagation within a platoon of

vehicles [3,7,15,28] . Multi-hop messaging is a fundamental commu-

nication model for many of VANETs based applications, including

safety related messages dissemination. Primarily, two performance

metrics are pursued when devising a multi-hop messaging scheme

and these are the end-to-end communication delays and messages

reception reliability [12,13,20] . Messages reception is usually mea-

sured either through packet delivery ratio or messages reachability

[20,21] . The rise and fall in the packet delivery ratio of multi-hop

broadcasting depend on the capabilities of relay nodes to forward

the received messages. Fig. 1 provides a depiction of both single-

hop and multi-hop broadcasting in VANETs along with their cov-

erage domain. For the multi-hop example in Fig. 1 , a relaying path

represented by A, F, J, M, R, U is established for broadcasting the

messages throughout the platoon within a targeted coverage area. 

The selection of relay nodes can be based on “localized” or “dis-

tributed” information. A localized process does not gather neigh-

boring nodes information for the relaying to occur, whereas a dis-

tributed process requires frequent updates of neighboring nodes

that is usually gathered through periodic HELLO packets. Various
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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ulti-hop messaging protocols have been proposed while consid-

ring localized and distributed relay nodes schemes [12,13] . Fur-

hermore, relay nodes selection is categorized as either sender-

riented or receiver-oriented [28] . In the sender-oriented relay se-

ection, the source broadcaster explicitly selects the next poten-

ial nodes for becoming the next relays. Hence, only those nodes

hat receive the broadcast message and are listed as potential re-

ays contend for becoming the next hop relays [12,21,22,29] . At the

xplicitly selected relays, once one of the potential relays forwards

he message, all other contending nodes stop their waiting process

pon hearing the rebroadcast. Conversely in the receiver-oriented

elay selection, all nodes receiving the broadcast contend for be-

oming relays [13,17,30] . In the receiver-oriented relays selection,

arge amount of redundant broadcasts is inevitable leading towards

oor bandwidth utilization. In contrast, the sender-oriented relay

odes selection controls the relaying process by initially limiting

he contending nodes and then assigning the selected nodes with

elaying priorities, which in-turn results in efficient channel band-

idth utilization. 

.2. Related work 

Most existing research on VANETs have emphasized on the re-

uction of end-to-end communication delays over a platoon of

ehicles by selecting relays falling furthest in distance from the

ource [10,12,13,31] . In the furthest distance scheme, nodes falling

urther from the source are assigned with less waiting time while

ontending for becoming the next relay. As a consequence, farther

odes have higher priority in forwarding the messages as com-

ared to nearer ones. In [10,12] , asymmetric transmission ranges

mong single-hop neighboring nodes is considered, where inter-

ediate nodes are used to convey HELLO packets between any pair

f nodes of which one of the nodes is not able to hear the other di-

ectly. A message broadcasting technique referred to as PIVCA has

een proposed for the reduction of end-to-end communication de-

ays [13,31] . The mechanism focuses on reducing the delay by es-

imating the transmission range of each node and utilizing the es-

imated range for optimizing relay nodes’ waiting time before for-

arding the received messages. 

Variants of a p-persistence broadcasting scheme have been pro-

osed in [17,30] which promote nodes located farther away from

he broadcaster to become the next relay by assigning those nodes

igher broadcasting probabilities as compared to nearer ones. Seg-

entation of the broadcast coverage area as a physical road seg-

ent has been suggested in [23] , where a fast forwarding mech-

nism is achieved by providing smaller waiting time to nodes re-

iding in segments that are further away from the source. How-

ver, all nodes within the same segment are assigned similar wait-

ng time which may results in redundancy and broadcast collisions,

nd hence an increase in overall communication delays. An oppor-

unistic and sender-oriented broadcasting protocol has been intro-

uced in [21] to improve the speed of messages transmission by

ssigning dynamic waiting time to sender-oriented relays. An ex-

ected transmission speed (ETS) metric was proposed to evaluate

he performance of broadcast transmission speed and evaluate the

mpact of selected relay candidates on ETS. A path diversity mech-

nism was proposed in [22] , where two nodes are selected in each

roadcast; one as a relay and the other as an auxiliary supporting

ode. The relay node performs multiple functions by rebroadcast-

ng the received messages, selecting the next relay and selecting an

uxiliary node. The auxiliary node only augments the relay nodes’

roadcasts by only rebroadcasting the message without performing

ny relay nodes selection. 

A link metric, known as the expected progress distance (EPD),

as been introduced in [32] to assess transmission link quality.

he EPD scheme measures the packets error rate for both forward
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 1. Single-hop and multi-hop broadcast coverage area in VANETs. 
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nd reverse links. The forward link’s error rate is reported by the

eighboring nodes, whereas the reverse link’s error rate is mea-

ured locally at each node. However, loss of the occasional packets

hat report the forward link’s error rate could lead towards faulty

stimations of link qualities, hence faulty selections of relay nodes.

n addition, the computation of the EPD metric is dependent on

oth the forward and reverse link qualities, where poor reverse

inks’ performance may overshadow the good performance of for-

ard links, resulting in neglecting those potential forward links.

oreover, piggy-bagging the delivery ratio of the received packets

rom different senders is required in each HELLO packet broadcast

hich limits the amount of data that can be sent within a defined

ELLO packets size. 

In a relatively high node density and in the presence of high

ata traffic transmission rate, the packet delivery ratio drops at the

eceiver as a function of distance from the source due to collision

f packets [27] . Combining the effects of an increase in data traf-

c density and distance from the source, more packets loss is ex-

ected when selecting nodes falling farther in distance as relays

27,33] . Most of the above discussed schemes select relay nodes

ased on the distance parameter without considering quality of

he link between the source and the selected nodes. Therefore,

 sole reliance on furthest in distance as the decisive criteria for

elay nodes selection can result in frequent losses of broadcasted

essages. 

. The proposed relay selection scheme 

Our proposed relay nodes selection scheme, referred to here-

fter as Bi-directional Stable Communication (BDSC), is a dis-

ributed and sender-oriented multi-hop broadcasting scheme. The

DSC scheme is mainly composed of three components that are

esponsible for the establishment/exchanges of the periodic HELLO

ackets, estimation of forward link qualities and adaptive selection

f the available relay nodes. A detailed description of the above

entioned components are in the subsequent sections. 

.1. HELLO packets establishment and exchange 

Periodic single-hop HELLO packet broadcast is exploited to ex-

hange information with neighboring nodes. The information em-

edded inside each HELLO packet contains the broadcaster ID, posi-

ioning coordinates and an updated list of directly connected vehi-

les, referred to as the active communication nodes list (ACNL). The
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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roadcaster ID can be represented by the MAC address of the Wi-

i transceiver and the positioning coordinates can be taken with

ssistance of satellite system based receivers, such as those for the

lobal Positioning System (GPS) or Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

em (GNSS). Fig. 2 shows the contents of a typical HELLO packet

roadcasted by each node. 

Periodic HELLO packets are sent by each node for updating their

ingle-hop neighboring nodes about its presence and positioning

oordinates. Additionally, the exchanged single-hop information as-

ists in establishing the ACNL locally at each node. The ACNL is

uilt by using the nodes IDs extracted from the received HELLO

ackets. Considering an example of nodes A and B , when a HELLO

acket from node A is received at node B , node B updates its

CNL(B) by putting an entry of node A ’s ID as being currently ac-

ive in single-hop communication. In similar way, node A updates

ts ACNL(A) based on the HELLO packets received from node B . Con-

ersely, the loss of a HELLO packets that originated from node A

ill result in the absence of node A ’s entry in the ACNL(B). 

At each node in VANET, the ACNL is updated frequently within

he time period between consecutive HELLO packets exchange. Af-

er each HELLO packet broadcast, the ACNL is reset in order to

e updated again. The frequent reset is considered to ensure that

CNL entries are recent and do not contain entries of nodes that

re not active in communication any longer. As a consequence,

wo consecutively transmitted HELLO packets from the same source

ay not enlist similar ACNL entries. The established ACNL is for-

arded to single-hop neighboring nodes by appending it with the

eriodically broadcasted HELLO packets. Fig. 3 provides an illustra-

ion of the exchanged ACNLs among single-hop neighboring nodes.

ach received ACNL from neighboring nodes is utilized for a corre-

ation process which is further used for the link quality estimation,

s will be described in Section 3.2 . 

Considering the example of node B in Fig. 3 , the received AC-

Ls at its side are ACNL(A), ACNL(C), ACNL(D) and ACNL(F) that

re encompassed inside the HELLO packets originating from nodes

, C, D and F , respectively. In addition, the sender IDs encompassed

nside those same HELLO packets are used to establish ACNL(B).

owever, the HELLO packets that are generated by node E are not

ble to reach node B , which can be due different effects, such as

arge separation distance and channel fading. As a result, node E ’s

D is not inserted inside ACNL(B) and additionally, node B is not

ware of the contents in ACNL(E). Based on the above discussed

ommunication scenario, the resulting ACNL at node B is repre-

ented by ACNL(B) = { A, C, D, F }. In similar ways, the ACNLs of the
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 2. The contents of HELLO packets. 

Fig. 3. ACNL distribution through single-hop HELLO packets broadcast. 
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remaining nodes in Fig. 3 are established and further exchanged to

their single-hop neighboring nodes. The time interval over which

each node receives the HELLO packets is denoted by T h , which also

represent the time interval between the broadcast of consecutive

HELLO packets. At the end of each T h , each node broadcasts its

HELLO packet along with the last established ACNL, which is fol-

lowed by emptying the entries inside the current ACNL. A pseudo-

code representing the establishment, exchange and reset of ACNL

is provided in Fig. 4. 

3.2. The link quality estimation algorithm 

Between a given pair of nodes, each node has two commu-

nication links with the other, known as the forward and reverse

links [19] . The forward link represents the communication link
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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ver which a node sends its data, such as the HELLO packets. In

ontrast, the reverse link is the communication link over which

he same node receives data. The proposed link quality estima-

ion algorithm provides quantitative representations for the quality

f single-hop forward links between each pair of nodes. The algo-

ithm takes into account the number of HELLO packets that have

een successfully received over a pre-defined duration T BDSC and

ver the forward links. The computation of the number of success-

ul receptions of HELLO packets over a given duration can assist

n predicting the communication stability of the evaluated link, as

ave already been shown in the study of [32,34] , which in-turn

an be further used for the broadcast of application specific mes-

ages, such as alert messages dissemination at the time of an ac-

ident. In-fact, HELLO packets reception and loss that is evaluated

ver a given time duration captures a given link’s behavior as the
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 4. The ACNL establishment, exchange and resetting algorithm. 
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istance between the two nodes and the surrounding node den-

ity changes. In the proposed BDSC scheme, quantitative represen-

ations for link quality estimates are given as ratio ranging from 0

o 1, where higher scales indicate better link quality. 

Each node locally runs the link quality estimation algorithm by

hich quantitative values are obtained representing the forward

ink qualities with the neighboring nodes. The estimation process

s periodic and takes place after the end of each time period T BDSC .

ithin the duration T BDSC , an acceptance or rejection of the re-

eived HELLO packets is carried based on a defined condition. Af-

er each estimation cycle, the previous quantitative value is up-

ated by the current one. The periodic update captures the latest

hanges in a given node’s links with its neighboring nodes, such

s the impact of dynamically changing nodes densities on com-

unication links in a specific broadcast area. Since for any given

ink, the time gap between the currently estimated link quality ra-

io and the next estimated value is T BDSC , hence the duration of

 BDSC should be configured appropriately for a node in order to be

ble to timely capture the changes in quality over that communi-

ation link. Assigning a large time duration for the T BDSC can lead

o an outdated representations for the link qualities when used by

he upper layer applications in VANETs. On the other hand, assign-

ng a small duration for the T BDSC can prove as ineffective since a

ittle or no change in physical surroundings, hence the link quality,

s expected to occur within that small duration. In this research, a

ystem configuration of T BDSC = 5 sec has been considered, which

roved to exhibit promising results, as shown in Section 5 , and is

lso similar to those adopted in other relevant research [32] . Since

he link quality estimation over the time period T BDSC is directly

ependent on the received HELLO packets over that duration, hence

he duration T BDSC should also be large enough for a node to be

ble to capture appropriate number of HELLO packets to ensure a

ood estimation for the link quality. 

In a typical vehicular communication scenario, the broadcasting

ource cannot be aware of the number of HELLO packets that have

een successfully received at the other neighboring nodes, unless

cknowledged by the receiving nodes. However, explicitly acknowl-

dging the reception of the broadcast packets can easily lead to

he well-known broadcast storm problem [35] . Our proposed BDSC

cheme introduces an implicit acknowledgement mechanism for

he successfully received HELLO packets by taking assistance of the

CNLs received inside the HELLO packets. At each HELLO packet re-

eption, the ACNL encompassed inside the HELLO packet is exam-

ned by the receiver for its own ID. In case the receiver finds its

D within the received ACNL, then the receiver realizes that its last

ent HELLO packet was heard by this sender, which is in-turn is
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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n implicit acknowledgment for reception of the last broadcasted

ELLO packet. 

While focusing only on the ACNLs received at node A , Fig. 5 il-

ustrates the successfully received HELLO packets acceptance and

ejection for estimating the link quality ratios. Node A broadcasts

 HELLO packet and is received by nodes B but lost before reach-

ng node C , which can be due an adverse effect in communica-

ion, such as packet collision or channel fading. The constructed

CNLs at node B and C are incorporated into their corresponding

ELLO packets and broadcasted with their next scheduled HELLO

acket broadcast. As node A receives the HELLO packets broadcasts

y node B and C , it starts scanning the received ACNLs for its own

D. In the plotted scenario, node A finds its entry at ACNL(B) but

he same is not true with ACNL(C). As a consequence, node A is

mplicitly acknowledged for its HELLO packet broadcast to node B ,

hile no implicit acknowledgment is resulted for its broadcast to

ode C . Once node A knows that received ACNL(B) contains its ID,

n implicit acknowledgement is satisfied and the received HELLO

acket is considered at node A for link quality estimation by in-

reasing the implicit acknowledgement count (IAC) by one. 

At a given node A , if the reception of a packet satisfies an im-

licit acknowledgement from another node B , a bi-directional com-

unication (BDC) relation is established at node A with B . Once

he BDC relation is established, a BDC_flag that signifies the un-

erlying relation between the pair of nodes is triggered from its

efault status of false to a true status. The BDC_flag remains in true

tatus as long as node A keeps on receiving HELLO packets from

ode B . If node A continuously stops receiving HELLO packets from

ode B for a time duration of T idle sec, then node A is no longer

n BDC relation with node B and the BDC_flag status at node A

s turned to false . For a BDC_flag to become false means that a

ode in a pair is assumed to be out of communication range and

he BDC relation needs to be established again with that node. In

 given pair of nodes, once the BDC_flag is triggered false in the

eading node, the trailing node is removed from the list of poten-

ial relay for the leading node. For this work, a configuration of

 idle = 2 sec is considered based on the commonly adopted values

n relevant works [32,33] . A pseudo-code of the link quality esti-

ation algorithm is represented by Fig. 6 . 

For a given node in VANETs, a set of n single-hop trailing nodes

an be represented by N = { N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n } . In correspondence, the

istance between that given node and its trailing nodes can be

epresented by D = { d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n } , where the Euclidean distance

s considered for distance representation between nodes. The cur-

ent broadcaster estimates the link quality ratio for each single-

op trailing nodes n . For the considered n trailing nodes, the es-

imated forward link quality is given by ˜ LQ = { L Q 1 , L Q 2 , . . . , L Q n } .
he link quality ratios in the BDSC scheme are estimated as func-

ion of those HELLO packets that satisfy the above described BDC

elation within the time duration T BDSC . For a given time interval

etween the broadcast of consecutive HELLO packets, denoted by

 h , the expected number of HELLO packets within the time dura-

ion T BDSC is { T BDSC × (1/ T h )}. Higher counts of HELLO packets satis-

ying the BDC relation indicate higher estimated link quality ratios.

he LQ for the forward link of a given node and to any of the fol-

owing nodes is given by Eq. (1) . 

Q = 

IAC 

{ T BDSC × ( 1 / T h ) } (1) 

.3. The link selection algorithm 

The proposed link selection algorithm prioritizes the forward-

ng links, hence the relay nodes, based on the specified adaptive

riterion. The link selection process is dependent on the feedback

eceived by the link quality estimation algorithm, where the dy-

amic updates of link qualities occurring every time T have
BDSC 
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Fig. 5. Acceptance and rejection of HELLO packets satisfying the BDC condition. 

Fig. 6. The proposed link quality estimation algorithm. 
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a direct impact on the set of selected nodes at the time of mes-

sage broadcast. The suggested adaptive link selection criterion at-

tempts to consider both the estimated link qualities LQ and the

distance d of the potential relays from the current source broad-

caster, and it is given by LQ × d . In the proposed algorithm, the

distance d of potential relay nodes from the source must sat-

isfy the condition d ≤ d̄ , where d̄ is the mean distance from cur-

rent source to all single-hop potential relay nodes and is given

by d̄ = ( d 1 + d 2 + . . . + d n ) /n . Hence, all nodes having a distance

d ≤ d̄ are qualified by becoming a relay node, while the rest

are neglected. The mean distance condition is considered to avoid

the selection of those nodes that fall furthest in distance from the

source, hence limiting the selection of relay nodes within a specific

region of interest, computed dynamically by distance d̄ . 

The product of all available link qualities with their correspond-

ing distances from the source produces new quantitative values.

The new product value provides a balance in the selection of links

that satisfy both acceptable message forwarding capabilities and

higher per-hop coverage distances from source that lead towards

low number of hop counts till reaching the targeted destination.

Based on the obtained product values, of LQ j with their corre-

sponding distances d j , higher relaying priority is given to those

links with larger LQ j × d j product values, where j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n.
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ased on the new product values, the n trailing nodes are sorted

n descending order. From the sorted set, a limited number of node

Ds are selected defined by the cardinality C of the relay nodes set.

he cardinality value is a pre-defined system parameter, which is

onsidered as C = 12 for this study. The relay nodes cardinality de-

nes a limits on how many of the trailing nodes can be selected as

elays, hence limiting the number of nodes that would contend for

ecoming the next-hop relay and hence controlling redundancy.

he final selected set of relay nodes is given by R = { R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R C } .
Based on the above defined link selection criterion, the broad-

asting node adaptively selects a set of C = 12 links representing

otential relay nodes and includes their IDs in an “ordered” list,

eferred to in this research as the “relay priority list”. To obtain a

ebroadcast prioritization among the C potential relay nodes, the

ntries inside the “relay priority list” are assigned with rebroadcast

riority indexes, referred to as the “relay priority index”. A given

ode with highest rebroadcast priority is assigned with lowest

ndex value, and vice versa is correct. The “relay priority index”,

 , ranges from 0 to C − 1 . For case of C = 12 potential relay nodes,

he indexing sequence would range from 0 to 11. Once the list of R

ossible relay nodes is determined, the list is incorporated inside

he application message and then broadcasted further upstream.

f the ID of a receiving node is among the broadcasted “relay
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 7. Priority mechanism of sender-oriented relay nodes selection using the LQ × d link selection criteria. 
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riority list”, the receiving node sets it’s “relay waiting time”

efore rebroadcasting the message. The “relay waiting time” at

ach contending relay node is proportional to its “relay priority

ndex” with the received “relay priority list”. Hence, the “relay

aiting time” for a contending node is given by w i = i × σ , where

represents a predefined waiting time slot duration of σ = 10 ms .

ence, the first node in the list has a zero waiting time, whereas

he rest have a waiting time in the order of σ . 

The delay in a message rebroadcast and till it reaches the next-

op relay is usually represented by four delay contributing fac-

ors, which are the processing delay T proc , transmission delay T trans ,

hannel access delay T ca and propagation delay T prop . In the case

f this study, another delay influencing factor is added at each re-

ay node which is defined as the “relay waiting time” delay at each

ontending relay node. As a consequence, the delay at each relay is

iven by Eq. (2) while the total end-to-end delay is represented by

q. (3) , where H is the total hop counts required for an end-to-end

ommunication to occur. 

 relay = T proc + T trans + T ca + T prop + ( σ × i ) (2)

 EtoE = 

H ∑ 

k =1 

T relay ( k ) (3) 

By setting up the appropriate “relay waiting time” at each con-

ending relay node, a rebroadcasting priority scheme is inherently

btained. This would reduce redundant rebroadcasts of the mes-

ages leading to reduced collisions. Fig. 7 provides an illustration

f the waiting process among the contending relay nodes while

mploying the LQ × d link selection criterion. The LQ × d column

n the extreme right of the table in Fig. 7 represents the values as

n outcome from the product. Conversely, the extreme left column

resents the resulting “relay priority indexing” of the nodes based

n the highest product values achieved in the LQ × d column. A

seudo-code representing the adaptive link selection criterion is

iven in Fig. 8 . 

.4. Overhead in the BDSC scheme 

In the proposed BDSC scheme, the overhead due to the total

umber of HELLO packets generated from each node in a VANET

an be determined by means of Eq. (4) , where T h is the time in-

erval between consecutive broadcasts of HELLO packets, T is the

uration over which the transmission overhead is measured and

 size is the considered size for the HELLO packets in Bytes. 

¯
 = 

1 

T h 
× T × P size (4) 

On the other hand, the overhead due to the total HELLO pack-

ts received at a given node having M neighboring nodes is given
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y Eq. (5) . Considering a single lane road segment, the number of

eighboring nodes M can be given by Eq. (6) , where N is the to-

al node in the VANET, R is the transmission range and R len is the

onsidered road segment length. 

 = 

M 

T h 
× T × P size (5) 

 = 2 ×
⌊ 

N × R 

R len 

⌋ 

(6) 

As can be noted from Eq. (4) , the governing factor in the over-

ead introduced by the BDSC scheme is the frequency of the HELLO

acket exchange, where higher frequency of these packets, i.e.

maller values of T h , would lead towards larger overheads. On the

ther hand, both HELLO packets frequency and number of neigh-

oring nodes M play a dominating role when measuring the over-

ead at a given receiving node, as presented by Eq. (5) , where ei-

her the increases in HELLO packets frequency or number of sur-

ounding nodes, i.e. M would increase the overhead at a given re-

eiver. 

In this work, a HELLO packet frequency of 2 packets/sec

s adopted, i.e. T h = 500 msec, where the BDSC scheme ex-

ibits promising performance over existing solutions (discussed in

ection 5 ). For T = 1 sec , the overhead due to the HELLO packets

enerated by each node is only 2 × P size . On the other hand, the

verhead due to the received HELLO packets at a given node in

ANET would vary in time since the number of neighboring nodes

 for that node can vary over time. In contrast to the proposed

DSC scheme, a number of existing solutions have shown to ex-

ibit higher frequency for the HELLO packets broadcast, such as

aving 10 HELLO packets/sec [12,13,22] . 

. Simulation setup 

The proposed BDSC scheme is compared against two others ex-

sting schemes, which are the furthest distance (FD) [12,13,31] and

xpected progress distance (EPD) [32] schemes. To the best of

ur knowledge, the FD based multi-hop broadcast is to-date the

ost commonly researched scheme in the development of relay

odes selection techniques for VANETs. On the other hand, the EPD

cheme reflects a recent development in link quality-based multi-

op messages broadcast. The EPD is configured to obtain the max-

mum throughput with a weight value of α = 6 , as recommended

n [32] . As is the case with the proposed BDSC scheme, the FD and

he EPD schemes are implemented as sender-oriented messaging

chemes. 

The packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delays and saved re-

roadcasts are the main performance measurement metrics con-

idered for evaluating the proposed BDSC scheme. The consid-

red three metrics represent the assessment of “reliability”, “time-

iness” and “bandwidth utilization” for the proposed relay selection
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 8. Adaptive link selection criterion algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 

Simulation parameters for broadcasting in VANETs. 

Parameter Value 

Frequency 5 .9 GHz 

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz 

Data rate 6 Mbps 

CW slot time ( σ ) 16 μsecs 

SIFS time 32 μsecs 

Preamble length 32 μsecs 

PLCP header length 8 μsecs 

CW minimum size 32 slots 

CW maximum size 1024 slots 
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5

 

s  

s  
scheme. The packet delivery ratio is measured as a function of both

network density and distance from the initial broadcasting source,

hence providing a much comprehensive assessment of broadcast-

ing scheme’s reliability. The end-to-end delay is measured between

two reference nodes, each residing at one of the two ends of the

platoon [12,13] . Based on that, the end-to-end delay is the total

time required for the broadcasted message initiated by a reference

node at beginning of the platoon to reach the other reference node

using multi-hop propagation. 

Each vehicle is assumed to be equipped with a wireless

transceiver adhering to the IEEE 802.11p standard [12,13] and con-

figured for one of the recommended transmission ranges by the

standard of 300 meters [18] , alongside a GPS positioning device

and a data processing unit. Initially the vehicles are uniformly dis-

tributed over an approximately 4 km highway segment containing

four lanes, where each lane is 3.7 meters in width. All vehicles

move towards the same direction while having different mobility

speeds ranging from 80-120 km/h, where each node is randomly

assigned with a mobility speed within the above specified speed

range. The selected range represents a large relative speed differ-

ence among the nodes and it also covers most of the speed limits

of high speed roads around the globe [36] . Furthermore, mobility

scenarios having large relative speed difference represents a more

challenging communication environment as compared with small

relative speed difference, since nodes tend to have smaller link life

duration in the earlier scenario as compared to the later [37] . 

A platoon of varying node densities ranging from 100 to 800

nodes is considered, with an increment of 100 nodes per simu-

lation scenario. The considered range of node densities represent

a spectrum that covers both sparse and dense VANETs scenar-

ios over a four lane highway segment, inspired by similar condi-

tions adopted in [12–14] . For characterizing the wireless propaga-

tion channel among nodes in VANETs, the Nakagami fading chan-

nel model is adopted in this research study with a fading inten-

sity of m = 1 . 5 , as recommended by the studies of [22,38] . The un-

derlying channel model reflects several aspects of a realistic wire-

less channel in VANETs, such as multi-path fading effects, which is

not considered by other models, such as the widely used Two-Ray

Ground channel model. 

For the purpose of this study, three types of broadcast mes-

sages are considered, and these include the HELLO packets broad-

cast which is used for the estimation of link qualities, the ap-

plication messages which are used for evaluating the proposed

BDSC scheme, and finally some additional background traffic used

to evaluate the BDSC scheme over varying loads of network traf-

fic. A simulation time of 130 sec is set for each run in which the

HELLO packets are periodically generated with a frequency of 2
 t  
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ackets/sec. In case of this work, a frequency of 2 HELLO pack-

ts/sec is found to be sufficient for obtaining adequate assessment

f link quality over the duration T BDSC = 5 sec . Though the ap-

lication messages size and frequency are mostly dependent on

he application requirements, a frequency of 10 messages/sec is

dopted in order to strain the loading conditions on the VANET

hile evaluating the BDSC scheme. The transmission of the appli-

ation messages is initiated from a given source node as being the

rst node in the platoon and after a warm-up time of 30 sec. Ad-

ition network traffic load is exerted on the VANET in the form of

ackground traffic that is generated with a frequency of 10 mes-

ages/sec. However, to evaluate the BDSC scheme over a varying

etwork traffic density, three simulation scenarios are considered

ver which 10%, 50% and 100% of the total nodes in the VANET

articipate in broadcasting the background traffic. A size of 512,

56 and 256 bytes are chosen for the broadcasted HELLO packets,

pplication messages and background traffic, respectively. In addi-

ion, the obtained results are averaged over 100 simulation runs. 

The ns-2.35 network simulator [39] is used as the simulation

latform, where built-in ns-2 modules for IEEE 802.11 are used for

he physical and MAC layers. The main modifications include the

sage of carrier frequency of 5.9 GHz and a control channel band-

idth of 10 MHz. The proposed broadcast messaging approach is

esigned to work while utilizing the control channel band as envi-

ioned by the IEEE 802.11p standard for different applications, such

s safety messaging services. The main system parameters which

ave been used in our simulation experiments are summarized in

able 1. 

. Results and analysis 

In this section, performance results of the proposed BDSC

cheme in terms of end-to-end delays, packet delivery ratios and

aved re-broadcast percentages are presented and compared with

hose obtained for the existing competing solutions. In each con-
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 9. Multi-hop messages propagation requirements with 10% of nodes generating background traffic (a) Hop Counts (b) End-to-end delay. 

Fig. 10. Multi-hop messages propagation requirements with 50% of nodes generating background traffic (a) Hop Counts (b) End-to-end delay. 
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idered performance measurement metrics, results are exhibited

or the three considered background traffic scenarios in which 10%,

0% and 100% of nodes participation in generating the background

raffic. This actually assists in exploring the performance of the

roposed BDSC scheme over varying network traffic densities. 

.1. End-to-end delays 

Along with the end-to-end delay performance results, this sec-

ion presents the results for other considered metrics that assists

n justifying the end-to-end delay behavior exhibited by the pro-

osed BDSC scheme and the other existing solutions. The hop

ounts required for the disseminated message to propagate from

he source node and till it reaches the last node in the platoon is

ighly governed by the way the broadcasting scheme selects the

elay nodes, which in-turn has a direct impact on the obtained

nd-to-end delay. The hop counts and end-to-end delays required

or the application messages are presented by Figs. 9–11 , for the

onsidered three background traffic scenarios. As can be seen in

igs. 9–11 , comparable performance patterns are exhibited by the

DSC scheme over all three considered background traffic scenar-

os. The proposed BDSC scheme has the lowest end-to-end delays

ver all considered node densities and persists in remaining the

owest as the background traffic increases. In addition, the delays

btained by the BDSC scheme tend to increase marginally over

igh node density networks as the background traffic increases.

n comparison, the EPD presents higher end-to-end delay require-

ents, while being more prominent over high node density net-

orks. In contrast to the proposed BDSC scheme, the EPD delay
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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equirements tend to increase noticeably over high node density

etworks as the background traffic increases. The high end-to-end

elay exhibited of the EPD scheme is influenced by the large hop

ounts requirements of the scheme for reaching the destination

ode, as shown in Figs. 9–11 . The EPD scheme tends to select those

elays that have high throughputs, which results in selection of

hose nodes falling close to the current broadcaster and hence in-

reasing overall hop counts. 

The FD scheme is well known for its low hop counts [12,13] ,

nd is indeed the case in the results depicted in Figs. 9–11 where

he hop counts required by the FD scheme is the lowest com-

ared to the BDSC and EPD schemes. In contrast, the FD scheme

xhibits the highest end-to-end delay over all node density net-

orks and in all background traffic scenarios. The high end-to-

nd delay exhibited by the FD scheme is not due to the influ-

nce of the hop counts, as is the case with the BDSC and EPD

chemes, but due to the delay factor introduced by the “relay wait-

ng time” in the adopted sender-oriented multi-hop relay selection

pproach. 

The impact of “relay waiting time” at each message rebroad-

ast can be realized by studying the relaying contribution of each

 = 12 contending relay nodes in rebroadcasting the received mes-

age. This is obtained by counting the number of cases for each

ontending relay in rebroadcasting the message out of the total

op counts required for that message to reach the targeted desti-

ation. The above described analysis is referred to in this work as

he “Relay Selection Optimality”, which measures the optimality of

he investigated scheme in successfully selecting relay nodes with

ess “relay waiting time” which in-turn leads towards obtaining
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 11. Multi-hop messages propagation requirements with 100% of nodes generating background traffic (a) Hop Counts (b) End-to-end delay. 

Fig. 12. Relaying contribution of C = 12 contending relays as a function of node density by (a) FD (b) EPD (c) BDSC. 
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lower end-to-end delays. The message broadcasting schemes that

present higher successful selection of relay nodes having the “relay

priority index” i = 0 , i.e. zero “relay waiting time”, those schemes

are expected to exhibit lower end-to-end delays, and the opposite

is correct. 

For brevity and without loss of generality, Fig. 12 present the

“Relay Selection Optimality” of the BDSC, EPD and FD schemes
Please cite this article as: O. Rehman et al., An adaptive relay nodes 
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or the case of 100% background traffic scenario, where similar

atterns can be speculated for the 10% and 50% background

raffic scenarios. As presented in Fig. 12 (a), the FD scheme exhibit

oor “Relay Selection Optimality” where most of the relaying is

erformed by those contending relays that have “relay priority

ndexes” i > 0. As a consequence, the FD scheme exhibits high

nd-to-end delays even while showing the lowest hop counts.
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 13. The packet delivery ratio as distance from source increases with 10% of nodes generating background traffic (a) 400 nodes (b) 800 nodes. 

Table 2 

The end-to-end delays in milliseconds compared over 800 node density VANETs. 

Total Nodes Generating Background Traffic out of 800 Nodes 

10% 50% 100% 

FD 991 995 1014 

EPD 813 887 979 

BDSC 543 578 629 
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l  
ailure of the FD scheme in having high relaying contribution

y relay nodes with small “relay priority indexes” is due to the

ow probability of successful messages reception at nodes falling

urthest in distance from the source over the adopted wireless

ading channel, which aggravates further as the surrounding node

ensity increases. In contrast to the FD scheme, most of the relay-

ng contribution over the EPD and BDSC schemes are performed

y relays with “relay priority index” i = 0 , as shown in Fig. 12 (b)

nd (c), respectively. The EPD scheme exhibits large end-to-end

elays due to its large hop counts. The BDSC collectively exhibiting

romising performance in terms of both hop counts and “Relay

election Optimality”, hence having the lowest end-to-end delays

hen compared to FD and EPD schemes. 

A comparative analysis for the investigated broadcasting

chemes is provided in Table 2 in terms of their end-to-end delays

measured in milliseconds) with focus over the highest considered

ode density VANETs of 800 nodes. As can be observed in Table

 , a rise in the end-to-end delay is experienced as the background

raffic increases which is due to the increase in contention over the

hared wireless channel. By analyzing Table 2 , a reduction by up

o 45% is observed by the proposed BDSC scheme in terms of the

equired end-to-end delay. In addition, the most rapid increase in

he end-to-end delay is observed for the EPD scheme as the back-

round traffic generating nodes increases. Based on the readings

isplayed in Table 2 , it can be speculated that the end-to-end de-

ay resulting from the usage of the EPD scheme may even surpass

he delay requirements of the FD scheme if evaluated over node

ensities higher than 800 nodes. In contrast, the BDSC scheme ex-

ibits small increment in the end-to-end delays as the nodes con-

ributing in generating the background traffic increases. 

.2. Packet delivery ratio 

Performance of the proposed BDSC scheme in terms of packet

elivery ratio is presented in this section, where two different rep-

esentations are considered that highlight the performance impact

f both distance from source and the increasing node densities. As
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hown in Figs. 13–15 , each figure presents the packet delivery ra-

io obtained by the BDSC scheme for two considered node den-

ity cases of 400 and 800 nodes, while being different from the

ther figures in the number of background traffic generating nodes.

ased on the obtained results, the BDSC scheme improves perfor-

ance by up to 40% over that obtained by the FD scheme, where

he large improvements in performance are noticeable over both

00 and 800 node density scenarios and over the three considered

ackground traffic scenarios. 

The EPD scheme exhibits competitive performance compared

o that obtained by the BDSC scheme. However, as the distance

rom the source, the node density and the background traffic in-

reases, the proposed BDSC scheme outperform the EPD scheme

n terms of the packet delivery ratio. This behavior can be clearly

bserved in part (b) of Figs. 13–15 , depicting the results for 800

odes density VANETs. The BDSC scheme exhibits better perfor-

ance over EPD since it tends to maintain low hop counts to

each far-distant destinations as the node density and the back-

round traffic increases. In contrast, the EPD suffers from having

arge hop count requirements over similar conditions, as presented

y Figs. 9–11 , where the probability of packets loss increases as

he hop counts increases for reaching the destination. As a conse-

uence, the BDSC scheme presents better performance over EPD

ver high node density networks having high traffic generation

ates. 

The other depictions of the packet delivery ratio obtained by

he FD, EPD and BDSC schemes are shown through Figs. 16–18 as

 function of all considered node densities and distance from the

roadcasting source, with each figure depicting the impact of dif-

erent adopted background traffic scenarios. The FD scheme shows

 rapid fall in performance as the separation distance between the

eceiver and the source increases. In comparison to the FD scheme,

he EPD and BDSC schemes exhibit promising packet delivery

atios over large coverage distances. In-fact, the proposed BDSC

cheme shows more robustness to packet loss compared to the

PD scheme when evaluated over high node density VANETs along

ith high traffic generation rates. For each investigated scheme,

n indication of the lowest obtained packet delivery ratio is high-

ighted in Figs. 16–18 , which are obtained over the highest con-

idered node density networks, i.e. 800 nodes, and at a distance

f 40 0 0 m from the broadcasting source node. Over all considered

ackground traffic scenarios, the proposed BDSC scheme exhibits

he highest packet delivery ratio over the above described scenario.

For all considered broadcasting schemes, a fall in packet de-

ivery ratio is noticed at low node density networks, as depicted
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 14. The packet delivery ratio as distance from source increases with 50% of nodes generating background traffic (a) 400 nodes (b) 800 nodes. 

Fig. 15. The packet delivery ratio as distance from source increases with 100% of nodes generating background traffic (a) 400 nodes (b) 800 nodes. 

Fig. 16. The packet delivery ratio over varying node densities and distances from source with 10% of nodes generating background traffic (a) FD (b) EPD (c) BDSC. 
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by Figs. 16–18 . This phenomenon is due to the sparse network ef-

fects which lead to network disconnectivity at different parts of

the road segment, while being more prominent for nodes falling

at far distances from the source. The performance impact of re-

ceiving nodes’ separation distance from the broadcasting source

is presented quantitatively through Tables 3–5 . In these tables, a

comparative analysis of the packet delivery ratio obtained by the

investigated schemes over different background traffic generation

scenarios is provided for the case of highest considered node den-

sity VANETs of 800 nodes. 
o  
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.3. Saved Re-broadcasts 

The investigated broadcasting schemes are evaluated for their

fficiency in bandwidth utilization which is represented in Fig. 19

n the form of saved-rebroadcasts percentage. The hop counts di-

ectly influence the saved-rebroadcast, where high hop counts lead

owards having low saved-rebroadcast. As a result, the FD scheme

as the highest saved-rebroadcast since it requires the lowest hop

ounts to reach the targeted destination. However, the FD scheme

lso exhibits large end-to-end delays along with having high loss

f packets over dense network scenarios, presented previously in
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 17. The packet delivery ratio over varying node densities and distances from source with 50% of nodes generating background traffic (a) FD (b) EPD (c) BDSC. 

Fig. 18. The packet delivery ratio over varying node densities and distances from source with 100% of nodes generating background traffic (a) FD (b) EPD (c) BDSC. 
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a  

s  
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Table 6 

The saved-rebroadcast percentage compared over 800 node density VANETs. 

Total Nodes Generating Background Traffic out of 800 Nodes 

10% 50% 100% 
ections 5.1 and 5.2 , respectively. In comparison, the BDSC scheme

lso exhibits high percentage of saved re-broadcasts while falling

lightly shorter than that exhibited by FD. The EPD scheme has rel-

tively lower saved rebroadcasts when compared to both FD and

DSC schemes which is mainly due to the large hop counts re-
Table 3 

The packet delivery ratio over 800 nodes VANETs along with 10% of nodes gen- 

erating background traffic. 

Packet delivery ratio at distance (m) 

500 10 0 0 1500 20 0 0 2500 30 0 0 3500 40 0 0 

FD 0 .87 0 .71 0 .62 0 .56 0 .50 0 .45 0 .41 0 .38 

EPD 0 .99 0 .98 0 .97 0 .94 0 .91 0 .87 0 .82 0 .78 

BDSC 0 .99 0 .97 0 .95 0 .92 0 .89 0 .85 0 .82 0 .80 

Table 4 

The packet delivery ratio over 800 nodes VANETs along with 50% of nodes gen- 

erating background traffic. 

Packet delivery ratio at distance (m) 

500 10 0 0 1500 20 0 0 2500 30 0 0 3500 40 0 0 

FD 0 .84 0 .69 0 .59 0 .53 0 .48 0 .43 0 .39 0 .37 

EPD 0 .99 0 .98 0 .95 0 .91 0 .86 0 .81 0 .76 0 .72 

BDSC 0 .98 0 .96 0 .93 0 .90 0 .87 0 .83 0 .79 0 .77 

Table 5 

The packet delivery ratio over 800 nodes VANETs along with 100% of nodes gen- 

erating background traffic. 

Packet delivery ratio at distance (m) 

500 10 0 0 1500 20 0 0 2500 30 0 0 3500 40 0 0 

FD 0 .82 0 .65 0 .56 0 .50 0 .46 0 .40 0 .36 0 .34 

EPD 0 .98 0 .97 0 .93 0 .87 0 .81 0 .75 0 .70 0 .66 

BDSC 0 .97 0 .94 0 .92 0 .88 0 .84 0 .80 0 .76 0 .73 

FD 92 .27 91 .68 90 .87 

EPD 81 .22 80 .30 79 .26 

BDSC 86 .33 85 .55 84 .62 

q  

n  

i  

b  

i  

p  

p  

d  

e  

a  

o
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uired for the broadcasted messages to reach the targeted desti-

ation. The above described performance observed for the three

nvestigated schemes is generally noticed for the three considered

ackground traffic scenarios, as can be seen in Fig. 19 . As presented

n Table 6 while focusing on 800 node density VANETs, the im-

act of increasing background traffic over the saved-rebroadcast

ercentage is marginal for all three investigated schemes. This is

ue to the fact that increasing background traffic has a marginal

ffect on the hop counts requirements by the investigated schemes,

s seen in Section 5.1 , hence marginal difference is also observed

ver the saved-rebroadcast performance. 

. Conclusions 

This paper has proposed a new multi-hop message broadcasting

cheme over a platoon of vehicles forming a VANET. The scheme,

eferred to as Bi-Directional Stable Communication (BDSC), aims to

mprove the packet delivery ratio over densely populated VANETs

nd at nodes positioned at far distances from the broadcasting

ource. The BDSC scheme utilizes a forward link quality estimation

lgorithm that periodically provides quantitative representations of

he link qualities between the current broadcasting source and the

et of potential relay nodes. A link selection criterion is devised

ithin the proposed BDSC scheme that attempts to take into con-

ideration the estimated link qualities of potential relay nodes and

heir corresponding distances from the current broadcaster when
selection scheme for multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, Computer 
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Fig. 19. The saved re-broadcast percentage over varying node density VANETs and evaluated with different number of sources for generating background traffic (a) 10% (b) 

50% (c) 100%. 
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selecting the next relay forwarding node. In addition to improving

the packet delivery ratio, the suggested BDSC scheme also attempts

to obtain low end-to-end delays and high saved-rebroadcasts over

densely populated VANETs. 

The performance of the proposed BDSC scheme has been eval-

uated over both low and high node density VANETs. In order to

study the impact of varying data traffic, three different background

traffic scenarios have been adopted in which 10%, 50% and 100%

of the total nodes participate in generating the background traf-

fic. Our results have demonstrated that the BDSC scheme outper-

forms existing similar solutions in terms of packet delivery ratio at

high node density networks and increased background traffic. Fur-

thermore, the BDSC scheme exhibits the lowest end-to-end delays

over all considered background traffic scenarios. The superior per-

formance characteristics exhibited by the BDSC scheme, in terms

of packet delivery ratio and end-to-end delay, are obtained while

maintaining comparable saved-rebroadcasts to that obtained by

the existing furthest distance scheme. A trend of higher resilience

to messages loss, as reflected by the achieved high packet deliv-

ery ratios, is observed by the proposed BDSC scheme. The BDSC

scheme can serve as an important building block for multi-hop

message dissemination protocol for many applications in VANETs,

such for safety-related alert messages and traffic management

services. 
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As future continuation of this research, we would suggest to

nvestigate the performance of the BDSC scheme over variants of

treet topographies [14,24,40] along with suitable obstacle mod-

ls [25] , such as with those streets found in urban environments

24,25] . In addition, we would suggest to including a messages re-

ransmission technique in the event of messages loss to further im-

rove the packet delivery ratio over high node density VANETs. 
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